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In this paper we study the oscillatory behavior, the boundedness of the solutions,
and the global asymptotic stability of the positive equilibrium of the system of two
nonlinear difference equations x s A q y rx , y s A q x ry , n snq 1 n nyp nq1 n nyq
0, 1, . . . , p, q are positive integers. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been a lot of work concerning the oscillatory behav-
ior, the periodicity, and the boundedness of the solutions of nonlinear
 w x .difference equations see 1]5, 9 and the references cited therein . More-
w xover in 6]8 similar results have been obtained for systems of two
nonlinear difference equations.
Difference equations appear naturally as discrete analogues and as
numerical solutions of differential and delay differential equations having
applications in biology, ecology, physics, etc.
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w xIn 1 the following results have been proved: Every positive solution of
the difference equation
xn
x s A q , n s 0, 1, . . . , 1 .nq1 xny1
 .where A g 0, ` , oscillates about the positive equilibrium c s 1 q A of
 .  .1 . Moreover every positive solution of 1 is bounded away from zero and
 .infinity. Also the positive equilibrium of 1 is globally asymptotically
stable.
Now in this paper we study the system
y xn n
x s A q , y s A q , n s 0, 1, . . . , 2 .nq1 nq1x ynyp nyq
 .where A g 0, ` , p, q are positive integers, and x , . . . , x , y , . . . , yyp 0 yq 0
are positive numbers. Obviously
c, c s 1 q A , 1 q A .  .
 .is the unique positive equilibrium of 2 . More precisely we prove the
 .4  .  .following: Every positive solution x , y of 2 oscillates about c, c . Ifn n
A ) 0 and one at least of p, q is an odd number resp. A ) 1 and p, q are
.  .both even numbers then any positive solution of 2 is bounded away from
 .zero and infinity. Also we prove that if A ) 1 then c, c is globally
asymptotically stable.
We need the following definitions.
 4   4.A ``string'' of consecutive terms x , . . . , x resp. y , . . . , y , s G y1,s m s m
 .m F ` is said to be a positi¨ e semicycle if x G c resp. y G c , i gi i
 4  .  .s, . . . , m , x - c resp. y - c , and x - c resp. y - c .sy1 sy1 mq1 mq1
 4   4.A ``string'' of consecutive terms x , . . . , x resp. y , . . . , y , s G y1,s m s m
 .m F ` is said to be a negati¨ e semicycle if x - c resp. y - c , i gi i
 4  .  .s, . . . , m , x G c resp. y G c , and x G c resp. y G c .sy1 sy1 mq1 mq1
 .  .4A ``string'' of consecutive terms x , y , . . . , x , y is said to be as s m m
 .  4  4positi¨ e resp. negati¨ e semicycle if x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y are positives m s m
 .resp. negative semicycles. Finally a ``string'' of consecutive terms
 .  .4  .x , y , . . . , x , y is said to be a semicycle positi¨ e resp. negati¨ e withs s m m
 .  4respect to x and negati¨ e resp. positi¨ e with respect to y if x , . . . , x isn n s m
 .  4 a positive resp. negative semicycle and y , . . . , y is a negative resp.s m
.positive semicycle.
 .A function x resp. y oscillates about c if for every t g N there existn n
 . .   .s, m g N, s G t , m G t such that x y c x y c F 0 resp. y y c ys m s m
. .  .4  .  .y c F 0 . We say that a solution x , y of 2 oscillates about c, c ifn n
x oscillates about c or y oscillates about c.n n
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2. OSCILLATION
In the following theorem we study the oscillatory behavior of the
 .positive solutions of 2 .
 .4  .THEOREM 1. E¨ery positi¨ e nontri¨ ial solution x , y of 2 wheren n
 .  .A g 0, ` oscillates about the positi¨ e equilibrium of 2 .
Proof. We claim that every positive semicycle has a finite number of
terms.
We suppose first that at least one of p, q is an odd number. Then
without loss of generality we may assume that p is an odd number. For an
s g N, let
x G c, y G c, i s 0, 1, . . . . 3 .sq i sqi
 .Let first q G p y 1. Then using 2 we get
y A q x rysqpqqq1 sqpqq sqp
x s A q s A qsqpqqq2 x xsqqq1 sqqq1
A xsqpqqs A q q
x x ysqqq1 sqqq1 sqp
and continuing this argument we can prove that
A A A
x s A q q qsqpqqq2 x x y x x ysqqq1 sqqq1 sqp sqqq1 sqqy1 sqp
A A
q q ??? q
x x y y xsqqq1 sqqy1 sqp sqpy2 sqqypq2
=
py1 py1
2 21 1 1
q . x y y x yrs1 rs1sqqy2 rq3 sqpy2 rq2 sqp sqqy2 rq1 sqpy2 r
4 .
 .  .Using relations 3 and 4 it follows that
p
yr ypx F A q A c q c s c. 5 .sqpqqq2
rs1
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 .Moreover from 2 we get
ysqpqqq2
A A A
s A q q q
y x y x y ysqpq1 sqq sqpq1 sqq sqpq1 sqpy1
py1
2A 1
q q ??? qA x x y y x yrs0sqq sqqy2 sqpq1 sqpy1 sqqy2 r sqpy2 rq1
py1
21 1
q . 6 .y y x yrs1sqpq1 s sqqy2 r sqpy2 rq1
 .  .Relations 3 and 6 imply that
pq1
yr ypy1y F A q A c q c s c. 7 .sqpqqq2
rs1
 .  .  .  .Therefore from relations 2 , 3 , 5 , 7 we have
x F c, y F c, i s 2, 3, . . . . 8 .sqpqqqi sqpqqqi
 .4  .  .Since x , y is a nontrivial solution of 2 , then from 8 there exists ann n
 4  4i g 2, . . . , k q 2 , k s max p, q such that x - c or y - c.sqpqqqi sqpqqqi
Then the positive semicycle has at most p q q q k q 2 terms.
 .Consider now that q - p y 1. Then, from 1 we get
A A A
x s A q q qsq2 pq1 x x y x x ysqp sqp sq2 pyqy1 sqp sqpy2 sq2 pyqy1
A
q q ???
x x y ysqp sqpy2 sq2 pyqy1 sq2 pyqy3
py1
2A 1
q x x yrs1sq1 sqpy2 rq2 sq2 pyqy2 rq1
py1
21 1
q . 9 .y x yrs1sqpyq sqpy2 r sq2 pyqy2 rq1
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 .  .Using 3 and 9 we can prove that
x F c. 10 .sq2 pq1
 .Furthermore from 2 it follows that
A A A
y s A q q qsq2 pq1 y x y x y ysq2 pyq sqpy1 sq2 pyq sqpy1 sq2 pyq sq2 pyqy2
A
q q ???
x x y ysqpy1 sqpy3 sq2 pyq sq2 pyqy2
py1
2 1
q A  x yrs0 sqpy2 ry1 sq2 pyqy2 r
py1
21 1
q . 11 .y y x yrs1sqpyqq1 sqpyqy1 sqpy2 ry1 sq2 pyqy2 rq2
 .  .Relations 3 and 11 imply that
y F c. 12 .sq2 pq1
 .  .  .  .Therefore from 2 , 3 , 10 , and 12 we get
x F c, y F c, i s 1, 2, . . . . 13 .sq2 pqi sq2 pqi
 .4  .  .Since x , y is a nontrivial solution of 2 , then from 13 there exists ann n
 4  4i g 1, . . . , k q 1 , k s max p, q such that x - c or y - csq2 pqi sq2 pqi
and so the positive semicycle has at most 2 p q k q 1 terms.
 .Suppose now that both p, q are even numbers. Using 2 we take
xsq2 pqq
A A A
s A q q q
x x y x x ysqpqqy1 sqpqqy1 sq2 py2 sqpqqy1 sqpqqy3 sq2 py2
A
q q ???
x x y ysqpqqy1 sqpqqy3 sq2 py2 sq2 py4
py2
2 1
q A  x yrs0 sqpqqy2 ry1 sq2 py2 ry2
py2




s A q q q
y x y x y ysqpqqy1 sq2 qy2 sqpqqy1 sq2 qy2 sqpqqy1 sqpqqy3
A
q q ???
x x y ysq2 qy2 sq2 qy4 sqpqqy1 sqpqqy3
qy2
2 1
q A  x yrs0 sq2 qy2 ry2 sqpqqy2 ry1
qy2
2x 1sqpqqy1q . 15 .y y x x yrs1sqpqqy1 sqpy1 sq2 qy2 sq2 qy2 ry2 sqpqqy2 ry1
Suppose that
y - x resp. x - y . 16 .  .sqpqqy1 sqpqqy1 sqpqqy1 sqpqqy1
 .  .  .  .Then relations 3 , 14 , 15 , 16 imply that the semicycle has at most
 .2 p q q resp. p q 2 q terms.
Let now
x s y . 17 .sqpqqy1 sqpqqy1
 .  .  .  .Using relations 3 , 14 , 15 , 17 it follows that
x F c, y F c. 18 .sq2 pqq sqpq2 q
 .  .  .From relations 2 , 3 , and 18 we have y F c, x F c.sq2 pqqq1 sqpq2 qq1
 .  .Therefore from 2 , 3 it follows that x F c, y F c.sq2 pqqq2 sqpq2 qq2
Working inductively we take
x F c, y F c, 19 .sq2 pqqqt sqpq2 qqt
 .where t is any positive even number. So if p G q resp. p F q by setting
 .  .  .in the second resp. first relation of 19 t s p y q resp. t s q y p and
 .using 18 we get
x F c, y F c resp. x F c, y F c . 20 . .sq2 pqq sq2 pqq sqpq2 q sqpq2 q
 4.  .  .  .Since x , y is a nontrivial solution, then using 2 , 3 , and 20 we cann n
 .  4 prove that if p G q resp. p F q there exists an i g 1, . . . , p q 1 resp.
 4. i g 1, . . . , q q 1 such that x - c or y - c resp.sq2 pqqqi sq2 pqqqi
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.  .x - c or y - c . Therefore if p G q resp. p F q thesqpq2 qqi sqpq2 qqi
 .semicycle has at most 3 p q q q 1 resp. p q 3q q 1 terms. Therefore
every positive semicycle has a finite number of terms.
We prove now that every negative semicycle has a finite number of
terms.
Consider first that at least one of p, q is an odd number. We assume
that p is an odd number. For an s g N, let
x - c, y - c, i s 0, 1, . . . . 21 .sq i sqi
 .  .Let q G p y 1. Then from 4 and 21 it follows that x ) c and sosqpqqq2
 .the semicycle has at most p q q q 2 terms. If q - p y 1 then from 9
 .and 21 we get x ) c and so the semicycle has at most 2 p q 1sq2 pq1
terms.
 .  .  .We suppose now that p, q are both even numbers. From 2 , 14 , 15 ,
 .and 21 we have x ) c or y ) c and so the semicycle has atsq2 pqq sqpq2 q
most 2 p q q or p q 2 q terms. Hence every negative semicycle has a finite
number of terms.
We show that every semicycle positive with respect to x and negativen
with respect to y has at most p q 1 terms. For an s g N, letn
x G c, y - c, i s 0, 1, . . . . 22 .sq i sqi
 .  .Relations 2 and 22 imply that
ysqp
x s A q - csqpq1 xs
from which we take that the semicycle has at most p q 1 terms. Similarly
we can prove that every semicycle negative with respect to x and positiven
with respect to y has at most q q 1 terms. Therefore since everyn
 .4semicycle has a finite number of terms the solution x , y oscillatesn n
 .about c, c . This completes the proof of the theorem.
3. BOUNDEDNESS
In the following theorem we study the boundedness of the solutions
 .of 2 .
 .  .  .4THEOREM 2. Consider system 2 where A g 0, ` . Let x , y be an n
 .positi¨ e solution of 2 . Then the following statements are true:
 .I For n G 1 we ha¨e
A F x , y . 23 .n n
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 .II If one at least of the integers p, q is an odd number then for
 4n G 2k q 3, k s max p, q we ha¨e
k
yr ykx , y F A q A q A .n n
rs1
 .III Suppose that A ) 1. Then if p, q are both e¨en numbers the
functions x , y are bounded abo¨e away from infinite.n n
 .  .Proof. From 2 the proof of Part I follows immediately.
 .We prove now Part II . We suppose first that p is an odd number. Then
 .  .  .  .  . from relations 4 , 6 , 9 , 11 , and 23 we have for n G max p q q q
43, 2 p q 2
p
yr ypx , y F A q A A q A . 24 .n n
rs1
Similarly if q is an odd number then arguing as above we can prove that
 4for n G max p q q q 3, 2 q q 2
q
yr yqx , y F A q A A q A . 25 .n n
rs1
 .  .  .From relations 24 and 25 we take Part II .
 .  .Suppose now that p, q are both even numbers. From 2 and 23 for
n G k q 1 it follows that
A x xn n
x s A q q F A q 1 q . 26 .nq2 2x x y Anq1yp nq1yp nyq
We consider the difference equation
¨n¨ s q A q 1, n G k q 1. 27 .nq2 2A
 .Let ¨ be the solution of 27 such thatn
¨ s x , ¨ s x . 28 .kq1 kq1 kq2 kq2
We claim that
x F ¨ , n G k q 1. 29 .n n
 .  .From 28 it is obvious that 29 holds for n s k q 1 and n s k q 2.
 .Suppose that 29 is true for n s s and n s s q 1, s G k q 1. Then from
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 .  .26 and 27 we have
x ¨s s
x F A q 1 q F A q 1 q s ¨ ,sq2 sq22 2A A
x ¨sq1 sq1
x F A q 1 q F A q 1 q s ¨ .sq3 sq32 2A A
This implies that our claim is true. Since A ) 1 we can easily prove that
 .  .every solution of 27 is bounded above. Therefore from 29 the function
x is bounded above. Similarly we can prove that y is also bounded above.n n
 .So we take Part III . The proof of the theorem is completed.
4. GLOBAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY
In the last theorem we prove that if A ) 1 then the positive equilibrium
 .  .c, c of 2 is globally asymptotically stable.
 .THEOREM 3. Consider system 2 where A ) 1 and p, q are positi¨ e
 .  .integers. Then the positi¨ e equilibrium c, c of system 2 is globally asymptot-
ically stable.
 .  .Proof. First we prove that the positive equilibrium c, c of 2 is locally
 .asymptotically stable. We can easily prove that the linearized system of 2
 .about the positive equilibrium c, c is
c s Bc ,nq1 n
 .  .  .where B s b , 1 F i, j F p q q q 2 is an p q q q 2 = p q q q 2i j
matrix such that
¡ y1 y1 ¦0 0 ??? 0 yc c 0 ??? 0 0
1 0 ??? 0 0 0 0 ??? 0 0
0 1 ??? 0 0 0 0 ??? 0 0
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
0 0 ??? 1 0 0 0 ??? 0 0B s ,y1 y1c 0 ??? 0 0 0 0 ??? 0 yc
0 0 ??? 0 0 1 0 ??? 0 0
0 0 ??? 0 0 0 1 ??? 0 0
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .¢ §
0 0 ??? 0 0 0 0 ??? 1 0
y1  y1 . where the element yc resp. c which is in the first row resp.
.  .column is the first element of the p q 1 column resp. p q 2 row .
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Since A ) 1 we can take a positive number e such that
1 1
y
pq1 qy1max 2c , A - e - 1. 30 .  . 5
 .  .Let S be the p q q q 2 = p q q q 2 matrix,
S s diag 1, ey1 , . . . , eypyqy1 . .
We consider the matrix
C s c s Sy1BS, 1 F i , j F p q q q 2 .i j
with the norm
pqqq2
< < < <C s max c . i j 51FiFpqqq2 js1
 . < < < < < <Using 30 we can prove that C - 1. Therefore since l - C , l ,i i
i s 1, . . . , p q q q 2 are the eigenvalues of B, we have that all eigenvalues
 .of B lie inside the unit disk. This implies that c, c is locally asymptoti-
cally stable.
 .  .Let now x , y be a positive solution of 2 . We prove thatn n
lim x s c, lim y s c. 31 .n n
nª` nª`
Using Theorem 2 we have
L s lim sup x - `, L s lim sup y - `,1 n 2 n
nª` nª`
32 .
l s lim inf x ) 0, l s lim inf y ) 0.1 n 2 n
nª` nª`
 .  .Then from 2 and 32 we take
L l L l2 2 1 1
L F A q , l G A q , L F A q , l G A q .1 1 2 2l L l L1 1 2 2
33 .
 .Relations 33 imply that
AL q l F l L F Al q L , AL q l F l L F Al q L1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1
from which we take
A L y l F L y l , A L y l F L y l . 34 .  .  .1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
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 .From 34 it follows that
A2 L y l L y l F L y l L y l . 35 .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .Since A ) 1 then from 35 it is obvious that
L s l , or L s l .1 1 2 2
 .If L s l then there exists the lim x . So from 2 there exists also1 1 nª` n
 .  .the lim y . Therefore from 2 relations 31 are satisfied. Similarly wenª` n
 .can prove that if L s l then 31 hold. This completes the proof of the2 2
theorem.
COROLLARY 1. Let k be an odd positi¨ e number and A ) 1. Then for any
 .4positi¨ e solution z , w of the system of difference equationsn n
ky1 ky1
2 2A 1 1 1
z s q nq1 w w z w w zss1 ss1n ny2 s ny2 sq1 ny2 k ny2 sykq1 ny2 syk
36 .
ky1 ky1
2 2A 1 1 1
w s q nq1 z z w z z wss1 ss1n ny2 s ny2 sq1 ny2 k ny2 sykq1 ny2 syk
we ha¨e
z wn n
lim s 1, lim s 1. 37 .




x s w z w z , y s z w z w . 38 . n n nyk ny2 s ny2 sq1 n n nyk ny2 s ny2 sq1
ss1 ss1
 .  .  .4  .Then from 36 , 38 we have that x , y satisfies system 2 wheren n
 .p s q s k. Moreover relations 38 imply that
x w y zn n n ns , s . 39 .
y w x zny1 nyky1 ny1 nyky1
 .  .  .Therefore from 31 and 39 we take 37 . This completes the proof of the
corollary.
 .Remark 1. If A s 0 and p s q s 1 then every solution of 2 is
periodic of period 6.
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 .In fact from 2 for A s 0 and p s q s 1 we take
x x y s y y s x , y y x s x x s ynq3 nq1 n nq2 n nq1 nq3 nq1 n nq2 n nq1
from which it follows that
x y s 1, y x s 1. 40 .nq3 n nq3 n
 .Therefore from 40 we get x s x , y s y .nq6 n nq6 n
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